.An Open Letter to the TievolutionAry Cc_.arnunist Ler-~gue of Bri tein nnd the
Communist \"lork8rs' Move ;nent from the St ·:J ckport Communist Group.

Dear Comrades ,
You should by now be well advanced in the process of unifying your two organizations . We will not offer nny pious or hypocritical ' congratulations .' If
your unification takes place on the basis of the existing op~ortunist lines
of your organizations , then the cause of the working class will have suffered
a setback . Strenghtening the forces of opportunism can in no we.y be consider ed a victory for this cause . \"le will offer congratulations to the extent that
you succeed in overthrowing opportunism in your organizations and thereby
further the interests of the internP.tional proletariat and the oppressed peonles and nations .
In a few months time you will have a. Congress at which we understand you
will adopt a new " progrH!~matic doctlment ." It is imperative that at this Con gress you overthrow the present opportunist line , especially the socialchauvinism , of your organizations , and adont a platform of implacable hostil ity to British and all imperi~lism , of proletarir.m internationalism and of
unconditional support for the anti - imperialist struggle of the oppressed peo ples , nations and countries .
In this open letter W9 make severe criticisms of the social- chauvinist line
of the RCLB and CW1! . :.e make these cri tic isms , and in the form of an open letter , not because we are ' splitters ,' but because we desire unity . It is only
through struggle , struggle conducte d in the bright light of the open day , that
IIIarxism can triumph over revision : sm . Our cri ticisr:1s are 'Jade in the expectation that they will be seriously studied by all t t: e members of the RCL and the
CM ! and that they will help your organizations to defeat the revisionist ideological and political line which is in command in them . Our criticism concentrates on the RCL . To the comrades of the C\'11,1 we say : if the cap fits (as it
unfortunately does in most cases) wear it ; if the cap doesn ' t fit , then ensure it doesn ' t start to fit .
We know that the members of the RCL and the C'NI:I want socialist revo l ution
in Britain . Despite the fact that the line and practice of your organizations
is op nortunist , flashes of revolutionary sentiments are sometimes still to be
seen in them . The recent article in ' Class Struggle ' (vo . 4 , no . 9) entitled
' Imperialist Hands off Iran ' was a strong anti-imperiali s t article , and , earlier , also in ' Clas s Struggle ,' the RCL's ' Open T.etter to John Pi l ger ' on the
strug£le in Kampuchea was frankly inspiring . We give these instances not to
flatter you , but as evidence of the fact that it is possible , given a finrce
struggle , for Narxism to triumph over revisioni s m in your orgruli~Rtions . At
present though revisionism has the upper hand in your rank s and in this open
letter we shall show that the line and practice of your organizations is one
that is diametrically opposed to your subjecvive wishes - that far from being
organizations that fight British imperialism and its state , you in fact render
it sterling help in its efforts to maintain its exploitation and o~pression of
the British working c1ass and people and of many millions of other people
a~ound the world . The main political reason for this is your revisionist ,
social-chauvinist line that British imperialism should be supported in its
inter- imperialist rivalry with the two suoerpuwers , especially with the Soviet Union . Despite all the s ophisms , humbug and casuistry - "dual nature ,"
" uniting with the third world ," "treating the Soviet Union as the primary
target ," socialist revolution being the "main task ," etc ., this is the crux
and essence of your political line . You of course dress up your support for
British imperialis1n in the harlot ' s clothes of a struggle for'national independence .' But what you must grasp , is that in the era of imperialism British capitali s~ ' s national tasks are directed arninst the development of the
productive forces and against the British proletariat and people , flnd that
therefore defence of Britain ' s ' national interests ' and socinlist revolution
are two mutually incompatible aims , s o long as Britain is ruled by the Bri~ish
bourgeoisie .
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The most recent theoretical statement from either of your organizations on
the theoretical debHte on the class st:·uggle internationally and the tasks of
the British proletariat is the ' Revolution ' article entitled ' Against the
ACW ' s . Hopeless Dogmatism . ' (vol . 4 , no . 2) ( 1 ) . We shall leave it to our comrades of the ACW to comprehensively reply to the RCL . Here we will take up
only the most blatant examples of revisionism , social chauvinism and histori cal falsification contained in the article .
~iar

· and the four fundaMental contradictions in the contempore.ry world,

In the first paragraph of the article (p 40 of ' Revolution ' ) the author (2)
says : "It shouJJd be self-evident that the development of the class struggle in
Britain is inseparably linked to t1e class struggle internationally . '' Quite
right! (In fa.ct we would go further and say that the development of the class
struggle in Britain is to a considerable extent determined by the class stru ggle internationally . ) But having noted the smug· and complacent claim that the
RCL (and by implication unlike the ACW and other ' dog~~tists' ) have attached
due importance to the international class struggle , it becomes crystal clear
in the very next sentence that by t!1e " class struggle internationally" the
RCL me~n not the exceedingly complex international class struggle as a whole ,
but only a part of it: "We need to take account of the effects of superpower
contention on the world in general and on Britain in pClrticular ••• " Is that
all? Not of the struggle of the oppressed peoples , nations and countries against imperialism? Of the struggle of the proletariat of the imperialist countries? Of the struggle ~f the socialist countries against imperialism? Of the
otLer inter-imperialist contradictions? To hoist the RCL by their own pet~>rd:
''Contemporary world politics , according to the (RCL) , is the monopoly of the
two ••• superpower(s) . The peoples of the world are mere onlookers , passive spec tators. " (p42) . i'/e shall make it abundantly clear in this letter that the au~h
or ' s statement is no mere oversight , no slip , but Rn expression of the fact
that for the RCL the class struggle internAtionally can be reduced to just one
problem - that of superpower contention , and in fact just 'to the ' agcression '
of the Soviet Union . We on the other hand shall preface our remarks on the
RCL ' s social chauvinism and on the particular tl'lsks of the British proletariat
and communists with a brief look at the four fm'ldamental contradiictiionn in
the contemporary world as they affect tlte points at issue . This is a question
of the general line of the fnternational communist movement , of Vthich the CPC
rightly said in 196):
'' • •• the starting point is the concrete class analysis of world politics and economics as a whole and of actual world conditions , that
is to srJy , of the funde.men tal contradictions in the contemporary Vlorld .
lf one avoids a concrete class analysis , seizes at random on certain
superficinl phenomena , and draws nubjcctive and groundless conclusions , one cannot po.ssibly reach correct conclusions with regard to
the genernl line of the international cowmunist movement , but will
inevitably slide on to a track entirely different from that of Marx sim- Leninism .
What are the fundnmentnl contrndictions in the contemporary world?
ff.nrxist-Leninists consistently hold th;Jt they c.re :
the contradiction between the socialist camp a.nd tre imperialist
camp;
the contradiction .between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie in
the capitalist countries ;
the contradiction between the oppressed nations and imperialism; and
the contradictions among the imperialist countries a.nd among mon onoly capitalist gro~ps • ••
These contradictions and the struggles to which they give ris~ nre
inter-related and influence each other . Nobody can obliterate any of
these fundamental contradictions or subjectively substitute one for
all of the rest ." (3)
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What we wish t o draw attention to he r e is the method of analysis : as a whole
t he formulations used to de scribe the contradictions are somewhat out of date.
due to changes in ree~lity since then . The RCL hnve abandoned this method of
analysis , this " startin[j point ," tlley " obliterate " (or rnther attempt to obli terate) the four fundamental contradictions . In the article in question there
is not the slightest mention of them . The RCL thinks that it can analyse the
development of history before and during the second world wnr and now withou t
reference to these contradictions . It is under the misapprehension that the
theory of the three worlds is an alternative to the four contradictions . This
is quite wrong . The theory of the three worlds is the result of anpJying these
four contradictions to the present world situation . The four contradictions
are the found~tion of t~e theory of the three worlds . The point is that these
contradictions have developed in such n wny as to bring about precisely those
three Vlorlds . But the RCL divorce the theory of . the three worlds from the four
contradictions , which leads them to opportunism . They end up thinking that
there are three kinds of countries , anu they forget that the types of coun tries are , generally speaking , ~mperialist countries and oppressed coun~ries ;
moreover , they forget about classes . Inevitably therefore the RCL blurs class
differences and blurs the fundamental difference between oppre 3sor and oppress ed countries .
Corresponding to each of the four contradictions there is a particular kind
of war . The military continuation of the politics of the contradiction between
the capita 1 ist class and the working class in the advanced capitalist countries and imperialist countries is civil war for proletarian revolution and socialio·.~ ; corresponding to the contradiction between imperialism and t~e opp ~
ressed nations is the war of national liberation ; to the contradiction between
socialism and imperialism . it is war for the defence of the socialist fatherland .
All of the . three types of war just mentioned are anti-imperialist in nature .
But the continuation of the politics of the contradictions between the imperi alists is inter-imperialist war .
In the 'Revolution' article under examination the author says that the ACW
"repeat ad nauseam • •• the maxim that war is the continuation of politics by
other nteans . " (p 42) . It is cJear that what makes the RCL nauseous is not the
repitition but the maxim itseJf , for , despite claiming that they agree with the
maxim they invent two kinds of war - ' anti-fm>cist ' and ' anti-suncrpower ' wars
- which do not at all correspond t o the politics of the real world . The term
' anti-fascist ' war corresponds to the period from 1936 onwards when revisionism
was growing in strength in the international communist movement . It was used
in 1936 to justify the revisionist version of a ' popular front ' line , a version
which invented a new stage between the bourgeois and socialist revolutions . As
far as the war of 1939-45 is concerned it was used to c over up the socialchauvinist betrayal of 1941 when the ' defence of the fatherland ' line triumphed in the western parties . The war of 1939-45 had different phases to which
corresponded different natures - it was at different times and in different
places inter-im~erialist and anti - imperialist , but i t was never anti- fascist
as far as its essential nature was concerned . Fascism, as Dmitrov said , is
" the open , terrorist dictatorship of the most reactionory , most chauvinistic
arid most imperin l ist elements of finance ea pi tnl ." ( 4) I . e ., it is n. policy
of imperialism . If one for e ets this and talks only of the surface pheno•nena ,
the policy of fascism , one is bou ~ d to forget , as the western parties did , that
the task in· the imperialist countries , whether under conditions of bourgeois
democracy or fascist terror (notwithstanding necessary diff erences in tactics) ,
whether one's ' own ' country is ' agressive ' or ' defensive ,' is s~cialist revolution . Now the RCL uses and builds on the revisionist invention of an ' anti fascist ' war to introduce the furt hP r invention of an ' anti-ouperpower' war .
~hen the RCL uses these terms without refer nee to the four classic types of
war in the era
of imperialism it"does so in order to blur the issue and to
make a war between tv1o imperialist countries (Britain and the Soviet Union)
sound like a war between an oppres s ed nation and ari oppre s sor nation . Behind
this attempt to hoodwink the working class and oeople of this country is the
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~t t Hupt to indeed blur the types of country a.nd substitute ' second world ' for

' in 1erialist.' But comrade[; , the concept 'second \'/orld ' does not in the lenst
irnply that the concept 'irnperialint ' is outd8ted, a~; we shall sec later .
A war of the inter-imperialist type beco~res inevitable when , and only when ,
the contradiction between the imperiAlists beco~es the principal one . Unfortunately for the RCL , because they ignore tlte four contradictions they are
quite u!'able to explnin why particular ty-'es of wer suddenly br11 n.k out . AccordiY>g to them, the Comintern was determined to have an anti-fascist war , when ,
just because Chamberlain and Daladier went to Munich , a different kind of war
suddenly broke out l This is the height of idealism . If the RCL ha~ gone to the
trouble of investigating the development of the four contradictions they would
have seen that the fact
that the cl;ass struggle between the pro let~tria.t and . the bourueoisie in the imperia.J i s t countries had re.sul ted in setbacks for the proletnriat was the factor making a new imperialist war inevitable . The proletRriat was defeated temporarilly in many of the major European
~tries by the 1930s : in Germany and Italy by the imposition of fascism ,
whilst in Spain the battle for the_defence of the Republic was lost. Such
defeats meant thAt the rival imperialists , having acheived some bre~thing
space at home (which they had not had since 1917) , and having inflicted major
setbacks on the oppres~ed peoples in Abyssinia and China , were now in a much
better position to attack their rivals . The contradiction which now started
to determine world history , which became principal , was the inter-imperialist
one : the dam broke in 19)9 . (The RCL ' s attempt to plnce the start of the WAr
in 1937 (see p . 62) is ::'limply an attempt to blur the distinction between antiimperiallst w&r (China , Abyssinia) and inter - imperialist vmr (1939)) .
A similar method of analysis would hF.Jve shown the RCL that in 1941 , after
Germany invad ed the Soviet Union , the principal contradiction in the world had
become the one between imperialism and socialism . In the war between the Sov iet Union and Germany the nocialist Soviet Union made use of those impnrialists prepared to fight the particular imperialists attacking it , the fascist
axis ::~lliance . If you choose to call thin nn 1 Hnti-fl'lncist 1 war, it is most
important to realise that fundamentally it is a war between imperialis1:1 and
socialism .
Today : precisely because the Soviet Union has ~ ·ecome social-imperialist , and
therefore the contradiction between the huge socialist camp which existed
after 1945 and imperialism is not so acute; precisely because the oppressed
natiom; are struggling with such vigour and success against imperialism; and
also because the development of the contradictions among the imperialists has
led to there being two superpowers and quite a few minor im~erialist powers;
for these reasons it is correct to speak of three worlds . In this nituation the
factors for imperialist war nre erent end growing , but the main tendnncy is
still revolution . Tlaere are various things which can be done to hold back the
inter-imperialist war: n) support the unity of t! e third world i r their strugele against imperialism . It is this struggle which hns held back inter-imperialist war for so long since the second world war ; b) give scientific leadership to the proletariat and people in the imperialist countries so that they
cein revolu Li onary strength in their struggle to over t hrow imperialism in soc ialist revolution . The more this ctruggle devclopa , the higher the chances of
deferring war . If we l1ave revolution and overthrow the imperi~lists there will
ba no wnr; and c) the oppressed nations nnd socialist stnLes can exploit the
contradictions between the imperialint powers of the first nnd second worlds .
~hat kind of war is presently looming on the horizon? ~e must give a scientific answer to this question based on tt .e development of t i e four contradictions . T:::; it an imperiali:::;t war agaihGt socialism , e . g . an attack on China? No ,
the development of the contradiction between socialism and imperialism is not
the most acute nt the mument , nor is it 1ecoming the principal contzadiction .
Is it civil war in the imperialist countries? The RCL will be tlte fir s t to
agree that unfortunately thic is no~ the cane . Is it national liberation wars?
'£he se are already going on at tl~ e mu1uent i.u A?.aui;;~ , ~:nmibia , Afghanistan , Kampuchea , to na!tle just a few . .. e ~;;ee here two pos::Jibilitit:ls . If the unity of the
third world agai11St imperialism can be upheld against all attempts to split
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and if they continue their strugBles , then the situation will be bud for
the imperialists and good for us . But the unity of the th:ird world cannot hold
off Rn inter-imperialist vmr indefinitely. Only revolution in the imperiRlist
countries cAn prevent an intcr-imperiRlist war, and 1 t such a vmr that is looming . The other ponsibiJity is that the attempts to split the third world into
one cAmp supporting the USA and the other camp supporting th8 SU a1·e succccsful.
In that case inter-imuerinlist war will break out all the sooner, Bnd it would
break out under conditions favourable to the imperialict8. Eit! ,er way, without
revolution in tle imperialist countries, an inter-imperinliGt war is i~evitab
le; sooner or later the inter-imperialist contradictions will become principal
in the world .

But the RCL claim that there might two types of w~r concerning Britnin:
an inter-imperialist war between the two superpowers; and an 'anti-superpower'
war between Britain nnd the Soviet Union. Let us assume that the Soviet Union
attacks Britain . What contradiction will the attack express in military terms?
~hat will the Soviet Union be after? It will be the right to exploit the British workers , to make use of the factories here, and to mAke use of Britain's
colonies and nee-colonial spheres of influence . It should be clear even to the
RCL th~t when the British imperi~lists end the Soviet social-imperialists fight
for that booty, then such a war is an inter-imperiali st wpr. Even if we looked
at this one piece of military agsression- i . e . , an attack on Britnin by
Russia- in ' isoletion, the nature of the contradiction would be inter-imperialist. But of course it wouldn't stop there . Does the RCL realy think that the
Soviet Union would be s~tisfied , or could be satisfied, with Britain ' s share of
the imperialist's plunder? Who are they trying to fool? The nature of imperialism means that the Soviet Union, like All other imperialists , wants world hegemony . The fact that the Soviet Union is a suilerpower rnea.ns that it i~ actunlly •
in a position to start a war for those ends . An attack on Britain, if that is
the way the next war starts will be but the beginning. To get world hegemony
ttie Soviet Union will have to smash US imperialism , and the US knows thi n . WhRt
tactics the US uses in this situation - anpeasement or i~ edi&te military retRli8tion doesn't chanse the l1e~rt of the mAtter ; it woulrl be an inter-irnperinlist wPr . Our rncognition of the fact that without revolution in tl1e imueri~list
countries and inter-imperialist war between the tv1o superpower Allinnces is
inevitable results from our understanding of the development of the four fundamental contradictions as they are expressed in the theory of the three worlds.
The RCL doesn't l·ave the courage to say that they think that these contradictions are no longer relevant. The RCL obviouGly thin'<::; thu.t today there is only
one contradiction - that between tl,e :.Joviet Union and every other force . 'rhey
think thD.t its "dogmatic" to ask whether these other forces are imperialist
countries or oppres::;ed nntions . Its a pity they <ion 1 t sny this openly . 'rhen
they could be asked to explain how in the 'highest stage of capitalism' the
contradiction between impeL·ialism and the oppressed peoples anu notions hns
disappeared and a· contradiction between one ::;uperpower anu all the re::;t has
taken its placG .
'The Junius l'a111phlet' - National \".'ars in the Era of Imperialism.
Ignoring the four fundamental contradictions in the world allows the RCL to
treat tl1e question of .British 1 national independence ' in a manner which glosses over the fnct that Britain is an imnerialist country and that on analysis
of Britain ln the contemporary I'IOrld must take this simple i'P.ct as its starting point. In the ' Revolution ' article under discussion the author completely
ignores this . fact in his remarks on the matter of Hritish 'national independ ence.' 'l'his is well illu:Jtrated by his comr~~entG on 'The Junius Fal•lphlet .' ..·e
hope Lhat the members of the HCL and the c·,·;M have acted upon the exhortation
in this article to study Lenin's •wrk and have seen for themselves how tlle
author shiftily evudes the main point in the AC••'s reference to 'The Junius
~amphlet' - that , generally speaking , the national movement is a thing of the
past in adva~ced capitalist countries like Britain - but rather rests his case
on theoreticc:Jl falsifications of Le1iin and crude historical analogies from the
19JOs and 1940s . In fact the article maKes no attempt whatever - whether
through ::;tupidi ty , bankruptcy , ignoz·ance or dishonesty - to deal theoi·etically with the question: can there ~e a just nl:itional •·•ar of .Ori tain against an-
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other country, and if so, under what c'ircumstances?
The relevance of 'The Junius Pamphlet' to this question is that it was in
part a reply to the ultra-left position, taken by 'Junius' (Rosa Luxemburg)
and others during the imperialist war of 1914-18, that just national wars were
no longer possible in the era of imperialism. Lenin refuted this view in several works, notably 'The Junius Pamhlet' and 'A Carictature of Marxism and Imperialist Economism.' Ile pointed out, firstly, that national wars on the part
of the oppressed nations of eastern Europe and of the colonies against imperialism were both just and inevitable in the era of imperialism. So far we think that the RCL and CWM will agree with us. Dut national wars on the part of
imperialist countries? Here is the parting of the ways. This question is comprehensively dealt with in the AC~'s 'Un the Social Chauvinism of the RCLD,'
and to a lessar extent in our 'The Present International Situation and the
Tasks of the Proletariat.' Here we will only summarise our position, which is
best summed up in the following quote from Lenin:
"In the ~ cstern countries the national movement is a thing of the
. distant past. In ~ngland, France, Germany, etc., the 'fatherland'
is a dead letter, it has played its historical role, i.e., the national movement cannot yield here anything that will elevate new
masses to· a new economic and political life. History's next step
here is not transition from feudalism or from patriarchal savagery
to national progress, to a cultured and politically free fatherland,
but transition from a 'fatherland' that has outlived its day, that
is capitalisticaly overripe, to socialism." (5)
The forging of nations is, generally speaking, a task of the capitalist epoch. The development of the productive forces accomplished in the struggle for
national unity by the bourgeoisie of various wetitern European countries in the
epoch which ended c. 1871 was a tremendous historical step forwards which freeed millions of people from backwardness. But we live now in the epoch of socialism, when mankind's task is the transition to a world-wide communist society; and in t he course of struggling for socialism and communism, mankind must
trru1scen6 nations. In the imperialist countries, the nation itself is a reactionary institution, historically obsolete, which is why Marx said that the
workers "have no country," and it is for these reasons that Lenin pointed out
that the national movement of these countries was a "thing of the irrevocable
past" and that it would be "an absurd, reactionary utopia" to try to revive it.
It is not a case, as the RCL ludicrously claim on p46 of the article in quest' ion, of the bourgeoisie being unsuitable "to rule in the name of the nation,"
but of the nation itself being obsolete, as a consequence of the fact that the
productive forces have long since transcended national boundaries. ~here the
productive forces have lad, the RCL is reluctant to follow and wishes to ~
~. their future development which can only come about through socialist revolution.
The fundamental reason why national wars on the part of national~y oppressed
countries are just, i.e., progressive, and why, except in the most exceptional
circumstances (which we shall refer to later) they are reactionary on the part
of the imperialist countries, is that in the forrner case such wars can advance
the development of the productive forces by expelling the foreign oppressor as in the recent national war in Zimbabwe - whilst in the latter case it is the
domestic bourgeoisie which is the political force obstructing the development
of the productive force s . In this latter case it is only socialist revolution
which can liberate the productive forces. Further, it is because capitalism
has exhausted its progressive features in the advanced capitalist countries
that it has become an oppressor of other nations. It is through such oppression that capitalism in these countries has artificially extended its life for
the past eighty years. Lenin point~d out that:
"From the liberator of nations that capitalism was in the struggle
against fuedalism, imperialist capitalism has become the greatest
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oppressor of nations. Formerly progresolve, capitnlism has
become reactionary~ it has developed the ,forces of production to
such a degree that mankind is faced with the alternative of going
over to socialism or of suffering years and even decades of armed
struggle between the great powers for the artificial preservation
of capitalism by means of colonies, monopolies, priveleges and
national oppression of every kind." (6)
·
l~ote, dear comrades of the RCL and ~\'IM, how starkly Lenin puts it: either
"going over tu socialism" .2.!: "decades of armed struggle between the great powers." We suspect that Lenin's approach will not be sufficiently 'dialectical'
for the RCL as we shall see later, but it is a fact that mankind is still faced with thi~ alternative: it is socialism or war. Perhaps you would sign your
names to such a declaration dear comrades, because you have learnt by rote
that war is inevitable if there is no socialist revolution. But the significance of this point, which you have not grasped, is that any war waged by Briti~h imperialism would be a war for the "artificial preservation of capitalism,"
a war to prevent socialism. Any war fought by British imperialism would be an
imperialist wax, for . the purpose of fighting other imperialists in the interest 'of the subjugation of the working class and the oppres sed peoples and nat·ions. 'Junius,' unlike the RCL, grasped this point, and therefore we will not
do them the unjust honour of comparing them too closely to Rosa Luxemburg. Luxemburg, in practice, fought 'her' imperialists tooth and nail. In theory, however, there is a similarity. Both regard the national question independently
of its class content, i.e., independently of the economy and of class interests. The nation was a progressive aim in the struggle against fuedalism and
still is for oppressed nations in their struggle against fuedalism and imperialism. In Britain today there is nothing progressive about the nation. It is
because they divorce the question of the nation from its content that both
'Junius' and the RCL make the mistake of opposing inter-imperialist war with
a national programme. The old fuedal, dynastic wars and .· · present-day imperialist oppression could and can be opposed by wars for national liberation.
But the new inter-imperialist wars must be opposed by civil wars against one's
'own' imperialist bourgeoisie. Any war, we repeat, of British imperialism against another imperialist country,(even against the Soviet Union!), would be
an in.t er-imperialist war, and any policy other than opposition to the war would
be, even if we repeat the point "ad nauseam," a policy of opposing imperialist
war with a national programme.

The author of the 'Revolution' article tries to refute the AOW'~ critioism
in several ways. The first . method is the false reference to Lenin, the
' conjuror's sleight of hand used to distract t.he reader's attention away from
the real point at issue. On p. 45 of 'Revolution' Lenin is quoted as saying
that he is not against 'defence of the fatherland' "in general" because "in
the imperialist epoc}l" there may be "national ,• civil, socialist and such like
wars." Quite so, but which of these categories may apply to a war of British
imperialism against. another imperialist country, comrades of the RCL? The "national" ·category? We think not. It is crystal clear from all of Lenin's writings that by ''national' he had in mind (and said that he had in mind) wars of
nationally oppressed countries. Vfuen the RCL invoke Lenin to support their
social chauvinism, their 'defence of the fatherland' in an imperialist country, they are in exactly the same position as those opportunists of 1914 who
invoked Marx and Engels' support of Prussia against France in 1870 and of whom
Lenin said: ·
"Whoever refers to Marx's attitude towards the wars of the epoch of
the progressive bourgeoisie and forget~ r.:arx' s statement that the
•workers have no fatherland,' a statement that applies precisely
to the epoch of the reactionary, obsolete bourgeoisie, to the epoch
of the socialist revolution, shamelessly distorts Marx and substitutes the bourgeois for the socialist point of view." (7)
The next attempt at refutation of the ACW by the RCL is to say that the question of 'national' tasks in imperialist countries is an "Aunt Sally," that the
RCL doesn't "tilt lances at fuedalism," but that they hav.e•raised the question
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of defending and extending nAtion~l independence in the context of the fi~ht
for social i sm.'' (p . ~ 5 ) It is difficult to kno w whether the appropriate reac tion to this statement is laughter or te ars . We acree with the euthor that the
RCL aro not ~t nll Qu i xotic , but he , the author , cert3inly has a good line in
mendacity . Dear comrPdes , it is precisely becuuse nationnJ tnsks have lone
since been accomplished , i.e., that fuedEJlisw has been vanquished in BritAin ,
France , Germany etc ., th~t the task there is soci8list revolution , or, to put
it the other way round , if the ttlsk in these countries , then there can be no
national tasks of these countries . The era of
. progressive cepitAlisrn, the
era when capitalism was sweeping away fuedalism and absolutism , the era of the
prcigressive bourgeoisie hRs long since vanished in these countries and all essential traces of pre-capitalist production have been swept away . Since towards
the end of the nineteenth century , and especinlly sirce the advent of imperialism , these states and these bourgeoisies have been utterly reactionary , historically obsolete , and ripe for being overthrown in sociAli s t revolution . It is
for these rensons that the ressurection of national tesks in these countries
is Bn "absurd, reactionary utopia ," and , we must say , the vilest soci8l chauv inism . The only we.y that the productive forces can be libernted , ~nd the oppression of otl~er nations finAlly ended , in th~8e countries is through socinlist revolution; alliances with the bourgeoisies of these countries cRn only be
social chauvinist al l i~nces for the rnPintennnce of a moribu · d , dcc nying , pnrasitic capitalism , for the preservAtion of the most monstrous tyranny over hundreds of millions of gorkers 8nd oppressed peoples . The a uthor of the ' Revolu tion ' article himself uses , either unwittingly or mendaciously , a quote from
Lenin that !11 akes precisely these point::; :
"In the imperiali s t war of 1914-17 , betwe en the two imperialiot con)itions ~:e mu ut be ~cainst ' defence of the fatherl~nd ,' since 1 . i mper inli~m is the eve of socialism , 2 . imperialist WAr is a w~r of theives
over bo•J ty , J . in both conli tions there is an Pdvanccd prol etrJ.rint ,
4 . in both the soci<Jlist revolution is ripe . Only for these re~1sons
r-Jre 'lle n.g':linst ' ri.efence of the fBthcrland ,' only for these reacons ."
(p . 45)
The nuthor thin';: s (or hopes his readers will think) that the quote given
s upports the HCL ' s revisionism in ressurecting notionnl tasks in imperiAlist
countries . In fact , r.1ll of these reasons giv en by Lenin for not supporting
' defence of the fAtherl~nd ' in 1914 Arc exactly the rennons given by the ACW
and ourt~el ves for not ..advoc::~ting ' defence of the fntherland ' in Dri tain today,
or in any other imjJer.i.ali s t country . A11 of the reasons rriven by Lenin nre based on the e ssAntinl point that c a pitalism is a r e actiognry , historically obsolete force in the countriec concerned , i . e ., that there are no nationAl tnsks
to be comple ted by these countries , only soci~list tasks . Are we no l :nger on
the eve of socinlimn? !Ire the imperiBlist countries UHl of them) no longer
fi c hting a~ch other for booty? Is socinlist r e volution no loncer ripe in thnse
countries? And is there not 8n advanced proletarint in these countries? Five
minut 2s hone ~ t , sober study of the:.;e points ; co1.1rades of the RCL nnd CWlt.!, mu s t convince you of the trickery resorted to by the author of this erticle .
On p . 46 , t' e author , hRvine claimed that the RCL too opnoses " draee(ing) a
national procr~mme into (an) imperialisy war ," roes on to do precisely tl•nt .
Ee claims (without a shred of supporting nvidence) th<Jt the Ar.W " n e cntes "
no. tion~l fact t) rs (when they :ne rely oppose dra{!einc such fnc tors into the pro Grm,me of thA prol e tnrint of the imperiali ::.; t countries) a nd then implien thr:Jt
the " ma in point" in the ' Junius Pamphlet ' su pports the TICL ' s sociAl chrwvinist
line by giving 8 lone quote fro .. ! ' The ,Tunius PHmphlet ' which s tnrts : "The chief defect in Junius ' pamphlet ••• is, its silence re c nrdine the con ection betw0en social chauvinism nn·J opportunism ," and which continues with Lenin ' s vie\'!S
on vrhat sort of national vmrs can be supported by the proletariat of the imper ialist countries . Two points mu s t he rrtade here . Pirstly : that after the sentence beginning "1'he chief defe ct. •. " a whole pRgc of text is omitted , without
Any indic a tion that is ha r.; been omitted , thu ::> giving the unwnry or ignor:mt
reader the erroneous impres s ion that the "con .0ction betw en social chAuvinism
r-md opportuni s m" was an underestimation of"n;:itional fnc tur5 , " whereas it wcs
the whole right oprortunist history which led up to the betrayal of 1914, a
fl .

·history which is beine rcpePted by the RCL and othero toony . Besides setting
the hir:toricnl rGcord ctrnir,ht this in pointed out ns nn exmnp 1e of the Gort
of bese trickery and dishonesty re8orted to by our author throuchout his nrt icle . Secondly : in the quote Lenin does not a t all support nntionnl WAre on the
pnrt of impari<J]i~;t countrien (as thn nrtic]e imnlies) but only 1 . ::;upportr;
nAtional wars on the p~rt of nationally oppreosed countries nnd 2 . admits to
the possibility of nationnl w~rs on the nart of the proletnrint of imperialist
countries which have become ~nnexed - the ' exception~1l circumstances ' mentioned earlier in this letter and referred to as t he " subjugation of viable nnt ionnl states'' in Lenin ' E speculative arguements about the circumstanc~s in
which a national war might be possible in Europe:
" ••• if the Europe on proletariat remains impotent , sr>y fo r tv~enty
yeflrs ; if the present war ends in victories like those of Napoleon
nnd in the subjufjA.tion of viable national states ; if the tranai tion
to socialism of non-European imperinlism (primnrilly Japnnese nnd
American) is also held up for twenty years by a war between these
two countries , for example , then a er0at national war in Europe would
be possible . It would hu r l Europe back several decades ."
The quot e is given in full to show the highly speculative nature of ~enin ' s
re:narks , and it is ironic to say the lenst that those who h~wl about · others
· beir.g " dogmatic " and the need for concreteness should latch on to these highly
Rbstrnct remarks of Leqin ' s as a justification for their revision of Leninism .
The particulAr conjuncture of circumsbmces envisHged by Lenin have not come
about : in pnrticular the n~tion stRtes of western Europe nre fer from " subju gated" but are very much nlive , as v1c1ous , voracious imperialist bandits exploiting and oppressing hundreds of millions of people around the world . (The
states of eastern Europe , under the dominntion , and , in most caaes , the militAry occupation , of the Sov iet Union , are ::Jnother matter , nnd the people of
these countries would certninly be justified in waging war on the Soviet Union) .
The author of our ' Revolution ' article , despite his frec'Jent and .sanctimonious
ap~eals to be "concrete'' has stranely ignored the D~ct th~t the circumatances
speculated about by Lenin have remained nothing more thnn speculation . The
author presumably hopes thnt his readers will be stupid enough not to notice
thin . If the circumstnnces ,,entioncd by Lenin were to come about, then n nation8l war by a western European country might be just , as the French , Dutch ,
''orweginns etc . were justified in fighting against Germen imperialism from
1940 to 1945 . They were juatified for the simple reason that ' their ' bourgeoi.sie had been vanquished . The state power which they h··d to overthrov, , the
reactionary power standing in the way of socialist (not national) revolution ,
and hence of the liberation of the productive forces , was no longer ' their '
bourgeoisie , but GermPn imperinlisw and the German state . To help overthrow
this power in socialist revolution had become t!1eir mnin contribution to the
world proletr>.rinn revolution . (We should ndd th3t nny ~~lli·mcc 1Nith the domestic bourgeosie that did come about in such circumstances would hav~ to be
strictly limited to the aim of expelling the foreign invnders ; such support as
thnt given by the ¥rench communisto after the lnst war for colonial reconquests by the French imperialists would be in n. WRY justified ~ )
The ProletariAt's

Strntegy is to Defent !11 Imperialism.

Because the HCL use the theory of the three worlds as o. Gubstitute for examini11g the development of the four fundaDent~l contrndictiuns they nre un~ble
(or choose not) to soo the politicnl strucclco of tod~y in their ~llochnl significflnce , i.e . , in the context of their relf-ltion to the world-wide tl<'!n r:ition
to socialism . The bn Gic str'-ltP-gy of the proletnrint is to c1efcnt All impcri3l ism in socialLst Rnd nntional democratic revolutiuns and to begin the construc tion of the '.'lurld-wide co~nunist society . To do this the proletariat munt have
a correct nssessment of the develor1m<mt of t: e four fundnmeut;:-1 contradictions
nnd of its friends nnd enemies at each given stage of the wor~d proletarian
revolution .
Our nuthor - because of hi·s th0roughly bourgeois world outlook - shows no
.9 .

·sign of - vine er::~ sped this J one;-term 1: trrt tecy of the 'rolctnri::3t ;:)na. ··~n see
only the necessity for a strnttgy for ~~eh stage of the world or letari:n rev olu tic.n • .. ur over he advocPtes strategies for each st~c:e which conveniently
corrCEJO d to the needs of the British bourgeoisie. Thuc:he distJrts Co 1intern
str· tn :y of the 1930s "nd 40s in such ~ wny as tu pretend that the ob}ect of
this strategy. was to ~lcfP."' t only German imperir:!l ism , not ~] l irr.perialism; he
clAir.;r, that ''ao and the CI'C ac'lvocatP.c'l building n united front rygni:!st "US imp eric.lism" ( p. 43 . No source given) in the 1950s and 60s , :here<>s the published
state .ents , for example ' A Proposal Concerning the GenerAl Line of the InternatiorRl Communist Movement ' use the significantly dir 'nrent formula of a
united front "to opnose the imneria1ists and rea'!tionaries headed by t!J.e Uni ted utates" (p6) ; and tod~y he advocP.tes a united front acai st the superpowers
only (and in practice only against the Soviet Union) as a ainst the coriect
fonnulation "agoir..st im >eriel ism heBded by the t\'IO superpovmrs ."
The:e ~rguements about differences in formulntions are not merely about sern11ntics . They reflect whether one wishes to overthrow nll imperiali~;m in 'ilorldwic'le proletnri·n revolutir,n or whether one wisHes to construct sociel-ch~uvin
ist ~lli~Jnces Vli th one ' s ' own 1 irnperiRll st bourgeoisie . ~·:e nre awrt c of the
importn ce lf isolatinc and defcntine the chief enetniet: ann of ~n: ':ing cJistinctions nmongst the ennmins of revolution . That is one re~son wl1y we think that
the tr cory of t!te three worlds is a correct tl eory nnd v1hy vm Rgr e with our
author ' 8 statement that at each stage of the revo'ution the prolet~riAt must
drm·: up a "new str ate~ic · plan for uni tint; the mnxinJUm forces agAin. t the princin21 obstecle nnd enemy of the revolution ." Unless though this plan t?..h~s account of the cct that the purpose of defeating the tnnin enemy (or ene~ies) is to
cnP.ble the pro etariat to pick off "one by one ," a.s !I ao put it , all the cln.·s
enemies , and that subordinate enemies on a world scnle may be the chief ene.:ies
of pRrticular notional d trtchll!ents of the proletP.rint (ns , for exr.. 11le , llritish
and US i1nncrialicm nre irt Britain bigcer nncmioa than 8oviet coci~l-imperi~Jism)
then opnortunist alliances with the enemies of the pro~etarint Are inevit~ble .
(It is of course nos ·ible for socinlist and tl1ird world countries tJ con truct
orinci led tactical al-iances with enemies of the nrolet~riat . The ~oviet-Germano
r~ct of 1939 and toda y 's relationship between China ad the United 8tates being
obvious examples) . 1'he RCLJ3 though advocate a social-chauvinist R11iance of £!11
. olitical forces against the superpowers , and in prnctice against the Soviet
Union only . Their strateey , were it to be carried out by the proletariAt, would
leAd to the strengthening of p;wt of the world imnerialist .sy.::tem to the detriment of another pnrt, the Soviet Union, just as the social chauvinist alliances
of 1941 onwards J.ed to the temporary ~trengthenin[ of US imperialism at the expense of the axis oowers .
I'aving rightly snid thr1t the prolet;nriAt must h~:~ve a ~~tr~tecic p1an for "eAch
historical period," nnd After calling the line for all otlJcr neriods a " strntegic" line, our author says that Lenin ' s views on ' defence of the fetherlanc'l ' in
1914 , nnd with specific reference to the quote beeinning ''In the imrerinlist
war of 1914-17 ••• " given on p
of this letter , were a matter of "tncticP.l
line . '' (p45 . our emph~sis) . ~hen a matter of strategic line suits the RCL ' s rev isionist book they E.re quite prep~red to accept it nn such , but if it is incon veni~nt , as the ~arxist view of the WAr of 1914-18 is , the RCL dropn it 1ike n
hot brick . T~'is constnnt ~:hiftin~ of position , this eltwivet•ens and evPnivcness, is sor.mthing common t.o all opportunists , for what an opportunist must do
to substnntiate his position is to snatch ~t whatever meets " the mood of the
moment ," "the fashion of the dny," to quote Lenin . Lenin ' s analysis of the
nature of the war of 1914 and of the treachery of the social- chauvinists is
clearly based on the cenerAl strr-1 tegy for the wr>rld trnnsi tion to ~~ocialism in
the epoch of imperinlism . The author's claim thPt Duch tlteoretical points AS
"imperialism is the eve of soci;:Jlism" are "tacticnl" matters is designed to
convince his readers that those who adhere to these formulations and apoly
them to present conditions are "dogmatist s ," who use t.iarxism-Leninisrn n.s "un
iversal principles" to be applied " irrespective of concrete conditions .'' (p45)
By a process of associP.tion the author evidently hopes that his readers will
treat ltarxism-Leninism itself as an " irrelevent dogma unsuited to new condi tions," as Kruschev would have said . Our author ' s intent in pretending that
1
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these matters are tactical matters is to provide a theoretical justification
for his jetti soning of those fundamental principles of Marxism-Leninism on
imperialism, war and revolution which are presently under discussion. Comrades,
~~~~~~~~~~~~_.~~~~~~~c~r~~~c~~d~1~·t~~n~s, imperialism is the eve
analysis is strategic, not tactical.
'Dual Nature' or Dialectics?
There next appears on the stage of the RCL's palace of varieties the amazing
'dual nature.' We are all familiar with the RCL's assertion that Britain (and
by implication the British imperialist bourgeoisie) has a 'dual nature,' and now
there crops up, in the article under discussion, the further assertion, or rather implication, that the war of 1939-45 had a 'dual nature;' an 'anti-fascist'
and national liberation nature and an imperialist one. (see p. 62). The RCL
introduce this concept in two ways: one, as we have seen, by claiming that the
war started in 1937, not 1939, thus blurring the imperialist nature of the war
which erupted in 1939, and by making the portentous comment that Lenin's remark
in 'The Junius Pamphlet' that "here is a national liberation war in which imperialist rivalry is an auxillary element," (8) has "immense importance." ( t> : ·· 47)
Lenin made his remark - referring to French support of the American war of independence against in Britain in 1776 - as an example of the fact that national
wars could take place as an "auxillary element" of a war which in its fundamental nature is imperialist, or vice-versa, giving as an example the war of Serbia against Austria-Hungary in 1914. But in refutation of those who -like Kautsky - claimed that this meant that the war had a 'dual nature'-that it was at one
and the same time both imperialist and national -Lenin remarked: "In his pamphlet, 'The National State' etc., written in February 1915, Kautsky asserted that
'still in the final analysis,' the war is 'an imperialist one.' Now a fresh reservation is introduced: it is not a purely imperiqlist war. What else can it be?
It appears that it is also a natiorml war! Kautsky arrives at this monstrous
conclusion by means of 'Plekhanovist' psuedo-dialectics." ( ' ) Lenin goes on to
say:
"There are no 'pure' phenomena, nor can there be, either in nature
or in society ~ that is what Marxist dialectics teaches us, for dialectics shows that the very concept of purity .indicates a certain
narrowness, a one-sidedness of human cognition, which cannot embrace
an object in all its totality and complexity. There is no 'pure' capitalism in the world, nor can there be; what we always find is A.dmix
tures either of fuedalism, philistinism, or of something else. Therefore, if anyone recalls that the war is not 'purely' imperialist, when
we are discussing the flagrant deception of 'the masses of the people'
by the imperialists, who are deliberately· ·concealing the aims of un-:
disguised robbery with 'national' phraseology, then such a person is
either an infinitely stupid pedant, or a pettifogger and deceiver.
The whole point is that Kautsky is supporting the deception of the
masses by the imperialists when he asserts that to 'the masses of the
people, : including the proletarian masses,' the problems of national
liberation were of 'decisive importance,' whereas to the ruling classes
the decisive factors were 'imperialist tendencies,' arid when he reinforces this with an alleged dialectical reference to the 'infinite variety of reality.' Certainly, certainly, reality is infinitely varied.
That is ·absolutely true! But it is equally indubitable that amidst this
infinite variety there are two main and fundamental strains: the ob,i active content of the war is a 'continuation of the politics' of imperialism, i.e., the plunder of other nations by the decrepit bourseoisie of
'Great Powers' (and their governments), whereas the prevailing 'sub j ective' ideology consists of 'national' phraseology which is being spread
to fool the masses." (14).
The RCL's purpose in introducing the concept of the 'dual nature' of the war
of 1939-45 is to attempt to prove, over twenty-odd pages of crude historical
simplification and falsification, that the period of 1939~41, when the communist
parties were united in condemning the w~r.as an imperialist one was most unror-

tunate, and that if events had turned out differently there could have been an
alliance with the imperialists of the allied states from 1939 instead of only
from 1941. The poison which which the RCL hopes the working class wil1 swallow
is the notion that the wars of the peoples of those countries fighting national
liberation wars against the various~axis powers -the wars in Abyssinia,.China,
Poland etc. - had the same character as the alliance of the working class of
Britain and the USA with their imperialist bourgeoisies. The fact that the war
of Britain and the USA was waged in order to preserve their colonial empires is
completely glossed over by the RCL. The fact that Britain h8d a huge empire in
India, Burma, Egypt, Malaya etc., etc., is not mentioned once in the article we
are discussing. (The fact that these colonial possesions were in part temporarilly seized by Germany, Italy and Japan, is, as far as the fundamental nature
of Britain's war is concerned, of interest only to philistines and deceivers.)
All of this is ignored in order that it can be pretended that there was 1n prin
cinle no fundamental objection to an 'anti-fascist' (read social-chauvinist)
alliance of the British working class with the British bourgeoisie in 19)9.
To justify their view that the war had a dual nature the RCL quote Stalin's
view .that the second world war "from the very outset assumed the nature of an
anti-fascist war, a war of liberation." (cited on p. 49 of the article). We
think Stalin is incorrect here. The second world war was a titanic historical
struggle in which ill' the fundamental contradictions were heightened to Rn extreme,as ip any imperialist war, and in which the inter-relationship of .the '
contradictions was particularly complex. Around the period 1939-45 three of
the four contradictions were so acute that they erupted in war at different
times. These wars were: the inter-imperialist war of the allied powers on the
one hand and the axis powers on the other; the national liberation wars of
China etc.; and the war of the socialist Soviet Union against imperialist Germany. It is therefore not correct simply to characterise the whole period of
1939-45 as one of imperialist war. At different times, dependent on which of
these three types of contradiction was playing the dominant role, the war was
principally reactionary (1939-41) or principAlly progressive (1941-45). This is
not to say that the war had a. 'dual nature;~ it means rather that the war changed its nature, that the secondary, historically progressive elements of the
war, which had been present since 19)9 (and, indeed, from 1937, as the RCL
point out) became dominant from 1941 onwards, when defence of socialism became
th e chief element of the war. Of course the war wasn't 'purely' imperialist
or 'purely' anti-imperialist at any stage, but it did have an essential charac~ at all times. From 1939 to 1941 the inter-imperialist contradiction was
the dominant element of the war and meant that the· war had the character of an
imperialist war for the redivision of the world. From 1941 to 1945 the contra1diction between imperialism and socialism, manifested in the war between the
Soviet Union and Germany, was principal and gave the war as a whole an historically progressive character. The attack of German imperialism on the Soviet
·Union was:al an attack on the continuing existence of socialism; b) an attack
on the socialist aspirations of the entire proletariat; and c) an att~ck on the
world citadel of revolution.
Concomitantly with the main struggles going on in the world were other historically subordinate struggles, ~auxillary elements," as Lenin put it. In the
period 1939-41, the Chinese, French, Irish and many other peoples were carrying out armed struggles against foreign invaders and occupiers - nevertheless,
the character of the war at this stage was an inter-imperialist war for the redivision of the world. After 1941, the historically decisive struggle was the
struggle in defence of the Soviet Union. Notwithstanding this, the war of the
British and US imperialists was still imperialist. Britain and the US were still
fighting the axis powers for the right to exploit the working class and for mastery of Asia, Africa and Latin America. In Asia and Africa this was partiularly
obvious - or doe~ the RCL think that Britain and the US were fighting Germany~
Italy and Japan to defend Egypt, the Sudan, China, Burma, Malaya, etc.? - but
even in Europe British imperialism was merely defending the base from which it
· sought to establish world hegemony. It is important to grasp that the tasks of
the proletariat in each country are not determined by the principal contradiction on a world scale, but merely considerably affected by it. The proletariat

of each country has its particular tasks to carry out and in so doing mu8t
take due account of the class struggle internationally . We, i.e., the MarxistLeninists, are not Trotskyists and recognise that the world proletarian revolution is not 2n£ revolution, but a series of interconnected national revolutions.
And to be successfull , i.e . , to make its particular contribution to the whole,
the proletariat of each country must determine its strategy and tactics primarilly on an analysis of the particular conditions of its 'own ' country . Thus the
contribution of the British proletariat is to overthrow British imperialism .
This remained so even in 1941 -45 . In this period the British proletariat had
the very important task of taking whatever steps it could to defend the Soviet
Union , but can one seriously doubt but that a) the best way to defend the Soviet Union"was to seize state power and smash British imperialism and b) that the
British proletariat ' s alliance with British imperialism was directed against
socialism, a social-chauvinist alliance in defence of British imperialism's colonial priveleges and . its 'right' to exploit the British working class . ? The
Soviet (and the Chinese etc.) people could~ the fact that British imperialism
and themselves were temporarilly on the same side , fighting the same immediate
enemy, to their advantage - they could ally with British imperialism . And if
this sounds like what is vulgarly called a 'contradiction, ' comrades of the
RCL and CWM, then so it is , a real contradiction arising out of the fact that
the proletariat of the different countries have different tasks to perform on
their way to the common final goal of communism .
In the period under discussion the contradiction between socialism and imperialism led to the great victory of the Soviet Union in 1945 . The contradiction
between the oppressed peoples and nations and imperialism led to the victories
the national liberation wars ana civil wars in Korea , Vietnam and China over
US, British, French and Japanese imperialism and domestic reaction. Thus,in· the
balance sheet of history , the international proletariat advanced its cause in
the war of 1939-45 . But the debit side of this balance sheet is that the proletariat of the imperialist countries allied themselves with the bourgeoisie instead of struggling to overthrow them , and as a direct consequence the imperialists as a whole were able to temporarilly stahilse their position - imperialism
as a world system was not defeated . The present situation in which the imperialists are threatening to plunge the world yet again into the miseries and horrors ·
of imperialist war is the consequence of the inability of the proletariat of the
imperialist countries , mainly caused by the treachery of the communist parties
of those countries, to overthrow imperialism in 1939~45 and thus put a stop tp
imperialist war . And in t.his coming war , comrades of the RCL and CWM , if you
don't change your line , you will follow in the footsteps of the traitor R. Palme
Dutt , who felf able to say in 1942:

•

"A world alliance of free nations (sic) , represented by Britain, the
Dominions, the United States, the Soviet Union and the Chinese republic , confronts the robber (sic) alliance . " (1 1 )
And no doubt like Dutt , the social chauvinists of the RCL will call on the
British working class , and those nations and peoples oppressed and exploited
by British imperialism , as Dutt did in the case of India, not to rise up and
overthrew British imperialism , but to support ' free ' Britain against the
'robber, ' the Soviet Union .
To all o.f this the RCL will cry ~Metaphysics . ' All things have a ' dual nature ' you see . In criticism of the ACW ' s view that the nature of the war changed
in 1941 the RCL say • A purely inter-imperialist war cannot become a purely
anti-fascist.~ar . " (p . 62) The RCL is preparing the ground for an alliance
with British imperialism under any circumstances, using 'dialectics' much as an
hypnotist uses 'passes ' to put his victims to sleep. The RCL already has its
' dialectical ' assessment of Britain - that it has a 'dual nature ' - to justify
support for Britain in the event of war with the Soviet Union. Now the author of
the 'contributed ' article is 'contributing ' the theory of the ' dual nature ' of
war (any war , you note , because a war can ' t be 'purely ' imperialist or ' purely'
national) to provide the justification for support for war against the Soviet
Union under any circumstance s. This justification being that the Soviet Union
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is fascist, aggressive etc., just as si~ilar excuses were cooked up in 1939 and
1941 to provide the excuse for supportir.g Britain against Germany. As 'bold' as
the RCL has yet been, the kite is flown of a possible alliance with the USA:
"In a certain sense the US superpower has already become an indirect ally in the
united front, while remaining a target of the front." (p. 71) After all, if
Britain could be supported against Germany in the 1940s, what is stopping support, using reasoning as specious as that which prevailed in 1941, for the US
imperialists against Soviet social-imperialism in the 1980s.
Philosophically, it is important to nail the 'dual nature' theory. Dialectics
helps us to understand how the nature of a thing chnnees, not how it has two
natures. Let us look at an example which should inspire us: an imperialist war
can be transformed into civil war. This happened in Russia in 1917 where an
unjust war was transfommed into a just war. Is this because the imperialist war
of 1914-18, had a 'dual nature~' No! It is because the inter-imperialist war was
a process consisting of many contradictions, one of which at any one time was
principal, with a principal aspect which determined the nature of the war. Until
October 1917 the contradiction between the imperialist bourgeoisie and the
proletariat in Russia was of course present in the war - the imperialists forced
the proletariat and in particular the peasantry to be slaughtered. But it was
not until the Russian workers and peasants turned their guns on the bourgeoisie
that the nature of the military events in Russia chRn£ed from being unjust to
just. That contradiction which had until then been subordinate in determining
events became principal and that aspect of the contradiction- thetproletariet
and peasants - which had been s~bordinate also became principal. The theory of
a 'dual nature' is· the RCL's attempt to substitute metaphysics for dialectics.
The reason the RCL offers for the character of the last war changing in 1941
is its alleged 'dual nature.' The reason dialectics offers is that out of the
m8ny contradictions involved in the process of that war, a different one became
principal in 1941. It is of course vital in our analysis of any process, after
noting its many-sidedness and the number of contradictions· is involves, not
merely to Ilafer to its 'complexity' (the RCL don't even get this fa.r, they see
only its 'dual nature), to discover the principal contradiction and the principal aspect of that contradiction. Only then can we understand the nature of
the process. Its nature can change wheHta different contradiction or aspect of
a contradiction becomes principal, but a given time every process has a particular nature and no other. The 'dual nature' theory is an idealist theory which
allows opportunism such as that which prevails in the RCL to subjectively proclaim that a thing "is whatever it wants to be, to evade the issue, to obscure
the most fundamental point. Just as Kautsky's purpose in declaring that the war
,of 1914-18 was both imperialist and national was to cover up his social-chauvinist treachery, so the RCL's sophisms about 'dual nature' are inteftded to cover
up their social-chauvinism. Their clap-trap about the war at no stage being
'purely' imperialist or 'purely' ' anti-fascist ' has but one purpose - to cover
up in 1939, in 1941 and in the 1980s the nature of British imperialism and its
role in the world. Here is a quote not of ,.immense importEJnce" but of some
relevance, which the RCL conveniently omitted from the lengthy quote they give
from 'The Junius Pamphlet' on p. 47 of 'Revolution:'
"Only a sophist can disregard the difference between an imperialist
war and a national war on the grounds that one might develop into the
other. Not infrequently have dialectics served - and the history of
Greek philosophy is an example -as a bridge to sophistry." (. . ).
The Present International Situation.
It is necessary, as the RCL never tires of pointing out, to be concrete. It
is necessary to study the particularity of the war which is coming b~Jca.use it
will certainly be different in form from the wars of 1914 and 1939-4t, and in
certain respects it will be different in content. The necessity for concreteness
though does not absolve us from what is equally necessary: to study reality in
the light of Marxist theory. It is not the AC\'1 who are being dogmatic - for
their pamphlet shows many signs of being based.on a study of present reality
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as well as on pnst experience - but the CL and C1li'M who a.rF:l being revisionist .
The author of the ' Revolution ' article u Ges his calls to "study reality" as a
smokescreen to hide his wholesale attack on Marxism-Leninism , his ignoring of
the hard-won and bitter experience of the international proletariat in two imperialiGt wars . The author urges the proletariat to forget that they lost tens
of millions of dead in two imperialist wars , that as a result of the betrayals
of the proletariat by the ' communists ' in both of these wars , imperialism temporarilly stabilised itself in the imperialist heart lands and ha.s continued its
vile rule for decades longer , remained free to continue to exploit the proletariat of the imperialist countries and · to inflict further suffering on the peoples
of Asia, Africa and Latin America . "Forget all this ," he crys , and go onto the
battlefields of imperialist war once more , to shoot and bomb, kill and maim , the
workers in uniform on the other side . Let British worker kill Russian worker ,
Polish worker kill American worker , all in the holy cause of surplus value and
in the service of the lords of capital .
The RCL and the CWM have never presented ~ theoretical arguement which would
demand that the existing t:arxist theory on imperialist war should be updated to
take account of a new development . Nothing that they have said shows that the old
theory is inadequate and that a new one must be substituted . As far as the art icle in question is concerned , the author ' s shifty evasions , theoretical and historical falsifications and bombastic assertions amount to one thing - the RCL
has no such theoretical arguements , the emperor has no clothes (and nor have the
rest of the international gang of social chauvinists) and he hopes that no one
will notice his theoretical nakedness . Our concreteness on the other hand will
very much bear in mind the historical exper~ence , the theory of the wo~king .
class and apply it to the present international situation .
~hat is particular to the present st~ge of the imperialist epoch? What developments have taken place over the past thirty years or so? Like you comrades of the
RCL and the C\'/11 we consider that the particularity of today is best summed up in
the theory of the three worlds . Unlike the RCL and the CWM though we regard the
three worlds theory as being the application of the fundamental principles of
Marxism-Leninism to present-day conditions . We have not used the theory as an
excuse to forget what has already been learnt .

The Contention of the Two Superpowers is the

~ain

Cause of War.

Today , as the RCL and the cwm rightly say , the Soviet Union is the most dangerous source of war! It is not though correct to say , as the ' revolution ' art icle we have been looking at does , "that the Soviet Union is "hellbent on be ~oming the one and only superpower , This is dragging the world towards a new
world war ." (p . 40) It is l£1h superpowers (and for tha.t matter Hll the imperialist countries) which are bent on becoming "the one and only superpower , " and
it is the struggle between the~ superpowers for a ~division of the world
which is " dragging the world towards a new world war . '' For a supposed communist
in a country which is in alliance with the US superpower , and which is advancing
its own hegemonial strivings , to forget these fundamental facts is the most
contemptible social-chauvinism. The United States , and the smaller imperialist
countries allied with it , Britain , France , West Germany, Japan etc., alre~dy ha~ the lion's . share of the imperialist plunder . The Soviet Union , for its pnrt ,
ha.s an 'unfair ' share of this plunder , i . e ., its share is not commensurate with
its economic strength . The Soviet Unl,on is struggling to redivide in its favour ,
as opposed to .the existing division , which is in favour of the western imperialists , predominantly the United States . It wants to take.from the VSA , Britain ,
France , West Germany , Japan , etc ., their share of the loot . Whoever glosses over
this fundamental fact , as does our author , betrays socialism and the proletariat
and allies himself with imperialism and reaction . The ACW are absolutely right
to compare the position between the two imperialist coalitions today with that
of the two coalitions of 1914 . When your organizations pour scorn on this historical comparison , comrades of the RCL .and CVI'M , they (and I.Q.!!, dear comrade, if
you support their line on this matter) are concealing the real class content of
the coming war, pretending that what is at issue is not a struggle for .the rediv ision of the world, but a struggle between ' aggressi'V'e' and ' defensive ' powers ,
criminally ignoring what the ' defenders ' are defending . They , and you , are in the
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same position as those despicable social-chauvinists of 1914 who ~efended
'their' imperialist country on the pretext that 'their' country was being
invaded.
What logically follows from the RCL's opportunist analysis is of course the
poli6y of "treating the Soviet Union as the primary target in the struggle ag~inst hegemonism." In plainer English, in English less clouded by lofty rhetoric
and schematic substutitions for concrete analysis, this means: not fighting
first and foremost the imperialist coaltion, moreover one's 'own' imperialist
coalition, which actually exploits the workers of north America, western Europe,
Japan, Australasia etc., and the vast majority of tbe peoples of Asia, Africa
and Latin America, but that imperialist power, the Soviet Union, which wants to
grab these prizes from the US and its allies. It is, dear comrades, the most
shameless and treacherous social chauvinism, and if you wish to remain a part
of the world proletari~ movement you must rectify it forthwith. What has your
line meant in your actual practice? It has meant that while you have spent much
time and energy .in shadox-boxing with the Soviet Union ('shadox-boxing' because
you cannot in practice deal significant material blows at the Soviet Union) you
have not in your practice lifted a finger to attack the alliance of the British
imperialisti with the US in NATO, to expell the US bases from Britain and so .
forth. You in fact support NATO and in concequence the continued ability of the
US and British imperialists to use Britain as a staging post to commit military
aggression in the middle east and Europe. What did the RCL have to say in 'Class
Struggle' when Carrington went running ·round the world as a lickspittle of Carter
in his attempts to gain bases in the middle east in response to the Soviet Union's invasion of Afghanistan? The deafening silence of· the RCL on the question
of the partial success of the US imperialists, aided and abetted by the British
imperialists 'in their attempts to gain bases in the Sudan, Oman, Somalia and
Kenya can only be construed as support for the war preparations of US and British imperialism. Likewise, what did the RCL have to say - apart from .a sanctimonious reference to •support" in "neighbouring countries" - about French military intervention in the Central African Empire (now Central African Republic)?
We could go on ad nauseam, but the objective situation, comrades, is that you
are acting as allies of the British, European and US imperialists, ~d as accomplices in their schemes to retain their lion's share of the imperialist booty.
The result of these policies, if they are carried out by sufficient people, can
only be to hasten the onset of war. War can only be prevented by revolution in
the imperialist countries, but it can be prevented if the people of the world
struggle to obstruct the schemes of both of the superpowers. Our share of this
struggle is to fight British and US imperialism: we must expect the Soviet work•ers and the workers and people of those countries oppressed by the Soviet Union
to fullfil their internationalist duty by fighting the Soviet Union. Your practice, comrades of the RCL and C~~. is to call on the people of the entire world
to fight mainly (and in practice only) against the Soviet Union. What effect
could this have other than to strengthen the US and the other western imperialist
powers, make the Soviet Union more desperate, and hasten the onset of a war out
of which either the US and its allies or the Soviet Union and its allies will
emerge, albeit temporarilly, greatiy strengthened?
The man factor preventing war at present is the struggle of the third world
against imperialism. It is this·struggle which is making it difficult for both
superpowers to win positions from which to attack eaoh other. Of particular imortance is the non-aligned movement which has had considerable success in fighting the superpowers' attempts to split the third world by winning third world
countries and national liberation movements to their sides. Recently though, .
both superpowers have had some success in splitting the non-aligned movement the . Soviet Unio:d. with Vietnam and Cuba, the US with E/bypt, as examples - and
your · policy, comrades, is on the one hand to support, either actively or by
sins of omission, the attempts of the US to split the movement, as over Camp
David and its response to the Afghanistan question; and on the other hand, iron·ically, to drive those countries who try to resist the US into the hands of the
Soviet Union. Is it surprising that Syria, for instance, has moved closer to the
Soviet Union, or that Iran, at the time of writing, is looking to the Soviet
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Union for assistance against the US's military threats, when one considers the
almost complete lack of militant . opposition to the plots and schemes of US
imperialism and its allies on the part of the communists of the north American
and west European countries? Is it any wonder that the Ma l tese government has
to turn to the Soviet Union for assistance when the RCL, cvn~ and the workers of
Britain do nothing to fight the continued threats by Britain, as a part of NATO,
to the independence of Malta?
Who is not "being concrete," comrades, is it the ACW and ourselves, or is it
the RCL and the cvm? Repd again the 'revolution' article under discussion and
note that there is n£ concrete discussion of the world today, but only waving
of the totem of the theory of the three worlds, schematic formulations - "primary target," "dual nature," etc. -and assertions which pass for concrete analysis.
Any real concrete analysis shows very clearly that the world is indeed heading
towards a new imperialist world war between the US-led coalition on the one
hand and the Soviet Union and its allies on the other. It doesn't need a "crystal ball" to see this, it only needs "concrete analysis." The RCL's line that
there may be an "anti-superpower war" waged by, say, Britain, against tbe Soviet
Union, is, even if such an eventuality were to come about, the most gross
social-chauvinism, as the ACW and .ourselves have amply shown. But when the ncL
goes on to cliam, despite the · mounting and overwhelming evidence to the contrary,
and against Marxist theory on the inevitaability of imperial i st war, that the
next war may .!l2i involve the United States, that this superpower may sit back
and allow its rival to devour its possessions, then we must suspect trickery and
dishonesty.
A major factor which will make the coming war substantially different in form
from the wars of 1914-18 and 1939-45 is that the war will be fought out not only
in Europe, but also ~Europe. The war of 1914-18 wa.s fought out in Europe
mainly to decide which of the imperialist coalitions would control the colonies.
The coming war will also be concerned with deciding who gets the lion's share of
the booty from Asia, Africa and Latin America, but it will also decide which of
the two imperialist superpowers has control of the riches of western Europe,
and, to a lesser degree, of eastern Europe. The advanced means of production and
experienced proletariat of western Europe a.re of immense importance to the two
superpowers' struggle for world hegemony. The US and its western European allies
· are determined to prevent the Soviet Union from grabbing this prize- they wish
to continue exploiting and opressing the hundreds of millions of workers in
western Europe themselves. It is absurd, contrary to all the evidence, and, we
suspect, a deception, to cla.im that the USA .w ill idly stand by while the Soviet
Union attempts to devour the riches of western Europe. The Soviet Union wishes
'to dominate Europe in order that it can take on the United States itself, directly, i.e., in order that it can try to smash the USA. The idea that the US
would ~n~gtively stand by and just allow this to happen is utterly unmaterial1
ist;:contrary to the nature of imperialism and to the assessment that it i s the
contention between the two superpowers which is · the source of the coming
war. Sooner or later the United States will be compelled by its own imperialist
nature to fight the So"~Ziet Union, just as Britain was compelled to fight Germany
in 1939. We must here add that should the Soviet Union succeed in devouring
western Europe (which possible eventuality, ~~ dear comrades, are helping to
bring about, by your peddling of social-chauvinist sentiments and your abdication of your responsibility to train and educate the working class in militant
struggle agai~st imperialism and the imperialist state; for only a working class
trained and tempered in implacable hostility to all · imperialism will be able to
prevent the Soviet . Union devouring Europe) or sh~d the western imperialists
succeed in devouring eastern Europe, then a "great natio~nl war" of the type
envisaged by Lenin would be possible in Europe and it would be historically
progressive, i.e., just. Unless this unfortunate possibility ·comes about, it is
the responsibility of the communists of all the imperialist countries to lead
the working class to attempt to take advantage of the tremendous heightening of
. contradic~ions caused by war to . overthrow all the bandits in civil war. For as
·Lenin stn~ necessity for a "great nationalWar" would "hurl Europe back severai
decades" (13), i.e., it would be a tremendous historical setback. It . is such
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a setback, i . e., a war that led to congucsts, not to revolution, that you comrades of the RCL and the CWM are workine might and main to bring About by fighting for a social-chauvinist alliance with the British, US and European imperialists.
Your organizations claim that they are prepR.ring for "both possibilities"
- war with the Soviet Union in which the United States is not involved and one
in which it is involved.- but are they? Your line and practice clearly shows that
you are preparing to support, and will end up supporting, British imperialism
no matter what, t .hat you will end up supporting the US-led coalition in the coming war .(we have already. pointed out your reference to the US as an "indirect
ally," and in your practice you treat it is a direct ally). We think that the
myth of an "anti-superpower revolutionary war" is a smokescreen behind which the
groundwork is being laid for support for US imperialism. Your practice is not
at all to prepare for "both possibilities." You have backed your horse and you
are urging it on to win . You support NATO, you support the military strengthening of the bourgeois state, you refuse to take up the struggle to expell the US
bases etc., etc •• How can this be "preparing for both possibilities?" What practical preparations are you making to turn the imperialist wa.r into :a civil war
if the war is a US-led one, as your organizations claim you will? The RCL's and
the CWM's talk about "both possibilities," comrades, is a trick - a trick which
your organizations hope will provide solace for fools and a cloak of respectability for knaves.
Comrades , the main enemy o£ the proletariat of the imperialist countries is,
as Lenin said, "at home." This means we fight British imperialism, European
imperialism and US imperialism, Any other policy, no matter how dressed up with
Marxist phrases, can be nothing other than an alliance ~imperialism ~gainst
the proletariat .
British

Imperialism~s

Strivings for World Hegemony.

What of British imperialism in its ovm right? Britain is still a very powerfull imperialist country, as even the most cursory examination of the available
data will show. From a theoretical point of view we have amply demonstrated that
Britain cannot·' - with the sole exception of is being annexed - wage a just national war. You members of the RCL learn by rote thot imperialism is "moribund,
decaying , parasitic capitalism." But because you are discouraged from studying
. further to discover the real significance, the class and historical meaning of
these words, you are unable to use to evaluate what is actually going on in the
world. You do not grasp that imperialism is "reaction all along the'line," that
l3ritish imperialism is utterly reactionary, incapable of acting in an historically progressive manner. Because of this, you support , as we have seen, British
imperialist rivalry with the Soviet Union. And it is also because of this that
you do not, except in token fashion, support the struggles of those peoples and
nations fighting British imperialism, nor fight against British imperialism's
continued attempts to extend its sphere of interest. Look at Zimbabwe for instance. The major concessions forced on the people of Zimbabwe in the recent 'settlement' (which, juding from your commentaries in 'Class Struggle ,' you do not
appear to recognise as concessions at all) - the duration of the election campaign, t.he number of assembly areas, the reserved seAts for the white settlers,
the vast compensation that must be paid if the lAnd is to be expropriated , the
presence of British troops etc. -and the concessions that imperialism is forcing
' on the people of Zimbabwe now, after independence, the appointment of Walls as
Commander-in-Chief of the army for example, are all in part a direct consequence
of the lack of support for the people of Zimbabwe by the British working class.
In turn it is the treachery to the people of · Zimbabwe and to the British working
class by the RCL (yes , treachery, comrades, despite your self-congratulations in
'Class Struggle' (vol. 4, no. 5) to the effect that you "consistently supported"
the struggle of the people of Zimbabwe), in abandoning the start that was mnde
in rallying practical support among the working class for the people of Zimbabwe
in the RCL's Zimbabwe campaign of two years ago , that was a major reason why
there was so little support . You may have salved your consciences, comrades of
the RCL, with your pathetic 'ZANU election fund ,' but you betrayed the people
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of Zimbabwe many months previously, and you have done nothing since to raise
the level of political activity of the British working class on their international responsibilities. Similarly, the RCL supports British imperialism when
it attempts to use the contradictions between the superpowers and the third world to try to get these peoples into its sphere of influence. For example, when
the EEC countries, taking advantage of the contradiction between the US imperialists and the Arab people , try to capture the PLO for European imperialism by
offering recognition of a Palestinian 'homeland, ' the RCL says Britain's stance
is a "positive development." ('Class Struggle ' vol. 4, no . 8) . If the EEC countries, for their own imperialist reasons , decide to recognise also , as at the
time of writing (June. '80) it looks as thoueh they might, the PLO, then this
of course should be supported. But the RCL is incapable of understanding that
imperialism is utterly reactionary and cannot see that the purpose of any such
decision would be to win a better position for European imperialism in the middle east. As a cons~quence the writer of the . ' Class Struggle' article fawns on
the imperialists and grovels to them. Contemptibly , he says· that the west European countries are "in favour of recognising the national rights of the Palestinian people." (p . 7) Are they? Do these countries support the PLO position
that the state of Israel is an imperialist creation and has no right to exist?
Of course they don't , but only such a position is compatible with "recognising
the national rights of the Palestinian people , " because their national rights
and the continued existence of Israel are mutually incompatible . As on many other
issues the policy of the RCL and those of the imperialists are essentially the
same - . in the case support for Israel , for no other interpretation can be put
on the RCL ' s glowing and unsolicited testimonial to the imperialists of the EEC .
British imperialism ' s long-term strategy is to acheive world hegemony , just
like all imperialists wish to do . It is of course true to say that it has no
immed~e prospect of acheiving this goal . At presiRd it has to be satisfied with
its position as a junior partner of US imperialism l.ts alliance with the other
European imperialists, while looking for every opportunity to advance its inde pendent interests . While its interests may change over the years , its present
economic interests compel British imperialism to ally with US imperialism , whilst
it hopes to strengthen itself for fts own hegemonial strivings in the course .of
that alliance . Are you blind, comrades of the RCL and the CWM , that you cannot
see that this is the significance of the NATO alliance , Carrington ' s recent
middle east trip , the siting of the Cruise missiles in Britain , British warships being sent to the Persian Gulf to support the US over Iran , the recent
announcemc.ent _in the ' defence' white paper that a "mobile force" is being . set
up to operate outside the NATO area etc •• In this coming war Britain will take
,part much as Holland and Belgium took part in the war of 1914-18 . And as Lenin
said at the time:
"If the war is a reactionary , imperialist war , that is, if it is
being waged by two world groups of the imperialist, rapacious,
predatory, reactionary bourgeoisie , then every bourgeoisie . (even
of the smallest country) becomes a participant in the plunder ,
and my duty as a representative of the revolutionary proletariat
is to prepare for the world proletarian revolution as the escape
from the horrors of a world war . " (14 . Our emphasis . )
But Britain's a second world country! we can hear you all cry. Yes , so it is,
but the significance of this is by no means that .Britain is no longer imperialist (which , despite your pious references to "imperialism" in your publications,
is how you behave in practice) but that there are considerable inter-imperialist
contradictions between the two superpowers and the second world countries
which can be exploited to the advantage of the working class and the oppressed
peoples and nations , as we discussed earlier . For example, the recent dispute
between the US and western Europe over the ' response' to be taken on the question of the Soviet Union's invasion .of Afghanistan , provided excellent opportun. i t i es , if .the will was there, to take advantage of the division among the imperialists by calling for the expulsion of US bases from Europe and for withdrawals
from NATO . Likewise with the similar dispute over Iran . Here the opportunity
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presented itself to drive a wedge betweci the US and Britain by fighting to
mobilise the mBsses to prevent the British warships being sent to the help
of the US in the Persian Gulf , to force the government to send the Chieftain
tanks it is holding back to the Iranian government . But this doesn't hit the
Soviet Union (at least not directly) does it comrades? It only directly hits
Britain and the US, and that would never do!
Socialist Revolution or Class Collaboration?
We have clearly shown that a) the line of the RCL and the CWM that there may
be, under present circumstances and even if the Soviet Union were to invade Brit ain, a just national war of Britain against the Soviet Union , is
social-chauvist; and b) the view that the next war will not be a war of two imperialist ,
superpower-led coalitions , a war in which Britain will take part as a junior
partner of US imperialism can stem only from the most crass failure to study
concrete reality or from conscious deception .
Comrades , we said at the beginning of this letter that you were , at least formally , pursuing two ·mutually incompatible aims: the defence of Britain's 'national interests' and . socialist revolution . From a theoretical poi~H v~~whave
demonstrated that these two aims are indeed incompatible. We have looked briefly at a few aspects of your practice and have indicated that essentially you are
not pursuing two aims at all, but one only - the aim of providing w~atever help
you can to British imperialism , and a.lso to US imperialism , in their desperate
struggle for survival. You are criminally trying to give a few more years of
life to a dieing.'but still terrible and rabid monster , the monster of imperialism, a monster which has devoured hundreds of millions of people , caused untold
misery and suffering and which is determined to shed the blood and take the lives
of many millions more people in defence of its sacred right to extract surplus
value and accumulate capital . But although the aim you are pursuing is criminal
we think that you can be rehabilitated . We shall look at two further aapects of
your line and practice in the hope that we can finally convince you of the rottenness of the line you are practicising .
What is your attitude to the army comrades? The army is the bulwark of the
bourgeois state: "A standing army and police are the chief instruments of the
force of the state power." (15) The Marxist demand on this question , propagated
by Marx and Lenin,has for over a hundred years been: the abolition of the standing army and police and their replacement by the universally armed people . This
measure was the very first measure of the Paris Commune: "The first decree of
the Commune ••• was the suppression of the standing army and the substitution f 'o r
it
of the armed people . " (16) The demand for these measures became a part of the
1
minimum programme of the parties of the second international, before their degeneration, and also of the RSDLP and later of the Bolsheviks . We have adopted
this demand ourselves and are convinced that it must become a part of the programme of the British communists . Propagating and fighting for this demand will
greatly raise the consciousness of the masses on the nature of the state, prepare them for the revolutionary seizure of power, educate them on the nature of
socialism , and, to the extent that it is acheived and becomes a part of t ~e consciousness of the working class , greatly weaken the. ability of the bourgeoisie
to suppress the revolutionary strivings of the proletariat and to take counterrevolutionary measures after the seizure of power . A fight against the standing army , even if at first it is only a propagandist fight , is an essential element of the ~truggle for socialist revolution , for , as Lenin pointed out:
" • • • the army is the most ossified instrument for supporting the old
regime , the most hardened bulwark of bourgeois discipline, butressing up the rule of capital , and preserving and fostering among the
working people the servile spirit of submission and subjection to
capital. Counter-revolution has never tolerated and never could tolerate armed workers side by side with the army . In France , Engels
wrote , the workers emerged armed from every revolution: ' therefore ,
the disarming of the workers w~s the first commandment for the
bourgeois who were at the helm of the state .' The armed workers
were the embryo of a ~ army , the organised nucleus of a~
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social order. The first commandmen t o~ the bourgeoisie was to
crush this nucleus and prevent it from growing. The first commandment of every victorious revolution, as Marx and Engels repeatedly emphasised, was to smash the old army, dissolve it and replace
it by a new one . A new social class, when rising to power, never
could, and cannot now, attain power and consolidate it except by
completely -disintegrating the old army." (17)
Comrades, you ca.nnot raise the demand for the replacement of the standing army
by the universally armed people if you wish to fight for the ' national interest ·, '
for the .fight for such a demand would greatly weaken the bourgeoisie ' s defence
of the 'national interest' against the Soviet Union . Here you see how incompatible is the ~ational interest - with the interests of the proletariat. The proletariat of Britain "have no country" and 'national interest ' to defend . Either
the socialist revolution, for which you must fight against the military arm of
the state, fight to abolish it; .Q!. 'defence of the fatherland,' for which you
must· fight with. the standing army , fight to strengthen it. But of course this
"either: or" is not'dialectical ,' is it comrades? We're seeing things in black
and white, not grasping Britain's . ' dual nature' aren't we? But fortunately we
will not follow you accross the bridge to sophistry and will only point out that
your refusal to raise the demand in question , your support for NATO (with or
without the USA) , your support for "military integration by the European bourgeoisie (no matter how larded with hypocritical qualifications about such support
being only for 'defence~), all show that your line and practice is a line and
pract~ce solely for th~ defence of British , US and European imperialism against
the encroachments of Soviet social-imperialism.
In the article "in 'CLass Struggle ' which commented on the result of last May ' s
general election, the RCL commented that a " positive" aspect of the Tories'
return to power was that they would " stand up" to the Soviet Union "more" than
would a Labour government . (vol . 3, no . 10) The last twelve months have shown
what is the substarlce of this 'better ' stance of the Tories '. Yes , they have
'stood up' more to the Soviet Union (in honest parlance , they have been more
aggressive imperialists than the Labour party) . We have already looked at some
of this ' standing up' viz-a-viz Zimbabwe, Iran, Afghanistan etc., but lets look
at the economic significance of the ~positive" aspect of Tory policy at home . To
'stand up ' the imperialists need more guns , bombs , planes , tanks , ships, soldiers and policemen (to quell the workers ' resistance to the consequences of 'standing up') etc. , etc •• They · also need an efficient steel industry, nulcear energy etc •• There is only one way to finance all this - greatly increased exploitation of the working class , massively increased taxation and massive cuts in pub~ic expenditure of schools, housing , hospitals etc •• Hefe again we see how
utterly incompatible are the national interest and socialist revolution, how the
bourgeoisie can only "defend Britain,"i.i ., British imperialism, by increased
exploitation and oppression . of the British working class and of hundreds of millions of other people around the world. To oppose these things would be to oppose
British imperialism's war preperations , which is of course the reason your organizations, comrades of the RCL and the CWM , either oppose these things not at
all or only oppose them feebly . For instance , in 'Class Struggle's ' article on
the recent budget (vol. 4 , no . 7) , despite correctly pointing out that one a im
of the budget was to split the working clAss, you were unable to see the most
salient feature of the budget: that it was a~ budget . You didn't point out
that the only areas of public e~penditure protected from cuts in one form or another were 'defence ,'. i . e ., preparations for war, and ' law and order , ' i . e. ,
measures designedto protect the bourgeoisie from the peoples ' wrath. You didn't
mention the increase in the armed forces ' military capacity announced in the 'defence' estimates. Why not? It is because you must support these things if you
are to consistently fight for the 'nation ' again~t Soviet social-imperialism .
And open support at the time of the bud get attacks on t he working class and
people would expose you utterly as poseurs as far as socialist revolution is
concerned. The main reason why the budget measures were a imed at s plitting the
working class and driving down the real level of wages (as ' Class Struggle '
also correctly pointed out) is that the bourgeoisie needs a docile, demoralised
and defeated working class if it is to be able to dr1ve it out on to the battle21 .

fields of imperialist war once more. Anain 'Class Struggle' was unable to
point this out (or chose not to point it out).
Look, finally, at the tax question. In the budget, despite the cuts in most
areas of public expenditure, the burden of taxation on the people increased. The
Marxist answer to the tax question is to demand: No indirect taxes; public expenees to be borne entirely by the progressive taxation of income and inheritance;
no income tax to be levied on the average industrial wage. These demands are
once again based on the experience of the Paris Commune. But comrades, how can
~ raise these demands, when the va.st sums
of money stolen from the people by
the bourgeoisie in taxes are absolutely essential for there to be bombs, guns,
planes, tanks etc., to 'defend' Britain from the Soviet Union? Imperialist war
is an expensive buisness comrades, and especially expensive for the working
class and people!
Comrades, you are advocating to the working class that in the event of war
with the Soviet Union they should ally with the imperialist bourgeoisie in defence of British 'national independence.' (We have shown that your qualification
that such. an alliance will take place only if the US imperialists are not involved is simply not to be taken seriously). Your practice shows that what you are
working might and main to bring about is a ·social chauvinist alliance in defence
of British imperialism. To reassure the anxious and fool the gullible you assert
that such an alliance will lead to the establishment of the dictatorship of the
proletariat. It is though significant that out of the ma.ny thousands of words
devoted by the RpL and the CWM to the propagation of their line on war and'revolution, not one ' has oeen spent in explaining how this remarkable sequence of
historical events will come about.
We will give you some credit, comrades, by making the assumption that you consider that the dictatorship of the proletariat will be established consequent
upon the seizure of power through revolution. Consider comrades: how will the
working class seize state power through revolution against the state power of
the ruling bourgeoisie when it is an a1lia.nce, however temporary, with that
class? This would be, in a.n imperialist country, an unparralled historical
phenomena. Let us look at Lenin's classic description of the circumstances in
which a revolution may take place:
"1) Vfuen it is impossible for the ruling classes to maintain their

rule without any change; when there is a crisis, in one form or another, among the 'upper classes,' a crisis in the policy of the
ruling class, leading to a fissure through which the discontent and
ind~gnation of the oppressed -classes bursts forth. It is usu~lly
insufficient for the 'lower classes not to want' to live in the
old way; it is also necessary that the 'upper classes should be
unable' to live in the old way. 2) When the suffering and want of
the oppressed classes have grown more acute than usual. 3) Vlhen,
as a consequence of the above causes, there is a considerable increase in the activity of the masses, who uncomplainingly allow themselves to be robbed in 'peace time,' but who, in turbulent times,
are drawn both by all the circumstances of the crisis and by the
upper classes themselves into independent historical action." (18)
A victory for the US-led coalition, which is a possible outcome of the war,
will strengthen the imperialist countries in that coalition, no matter how temporarilly. It will certainly not lead to the sort of crisis described by Lenin.
The British ~mperialists would emerge from the war in a bett er position to maintain their rule. And it such an outcome that comrades who claim that they are
fighting for socialism are working for! Even a defeflt (which the RCL and the
CWM positively will not work for) will not lead to revol ution unles s there is a
revolutionary party, which, from the very beginning of the conflict, has been
taking advantage of the misery inevitably inflicted upon the masses to arouse
indignation and revolutionary sentiments and is thu·s ready to lead the mas ses
in striking the fatal blow at the moment when the time is ripe. It is a Brit
ish defeat which we must ~ start to lay the foundations for comrades: Lenin
put it well - "An oppressed class cannot but wish for the defeat of its •ovm'
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bourgeoisie in a reactionary war."
Lenin further pointed out that: "It is not every revolutionary situation
that gives rise to a revolution: revolution arises only out a situation in which
the above-mentioned objective changes are accompanied by a subjective change,
namely, the ability of the revolutionary class to take revolutionary mass action
strong enough to break (or dislocate) the old government ••• " The RCL's social
chauvinist line is utterly incapable of furthering this subjective change. It
cannot further the proletariat's ability to tak~ revolutionary mass action. On
the contrary, your line, comrades, of subordinating the interests of the working
class to ·the interests of the bourgeoisie, would completely incapacitate the
proletariat, prevent it from taking advantage of a revolutionary situation. Only
a working class schooled in class struggle will be able to do this. But the RCL" .
is doing its best to lead the proletariat away from class struggle. The significance of this magnified a hundred fold when we recall that imperialist wars
always bring about objectively revolutionary situations. The RCL is rendering
magnificent service to the British bourgeoisie by trying to ensure that a)
the war develops.' in.such a way that no revolutionary situation arises and b) th~
at should one arise (as it
inevitably will) the British proletariat is subjectively unable to take advantage of it.
The duty of the communists at the commencement of the war will be clear: to
sB.r t work there and then to try to turn the imperialist war into civil war; or,
if that is not possible due to the objective and subjective conditions, to
spraad defeatism, to •expose the real purpose of the bourgeoisie, to sabotage
the war, to do everything possible to bring about a defeat. And it will of course be the duty of the communists o~~ll the other imperialist countries to do
precisely the same thing. But whaf du be doing, comrades of the RCL and the
CWM? If you stick to your present line you will be attempting to console the
masses in their suffering with fairy tales about the wnr being 'just.' No doubt
you will be urging the workers in uniform to fight harder to kill the wokers on
'the other side' with the guns, bombs, planes and tanks extracted in tribute
.from them and the oppressed peoples and nations by the imperialists. You will
have your damndest prior to the war to ensure that the bulwnrk of the state, the
standing army, is intact, that US bases are still in Britain, that Britain is
still a part of NATO. In general, to ensure that Britain and the rest of the
US-led coalition are in a position to acheive victory. Comrades, you will have
become class traitors, traitors to the revolution. It is up to you to fight
against social-chauvinism in your organizations and to join those struggling to
lead the working class on the path of revolution.
Comradely Greetings,
The Stockport Communist Group.
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Notes and References.
1 . In this article the author accuses the ACW of "centrism" of attempting to
adopt the middle ground between what the author considers to be the Marxist line
and the revisionist line . "Centrism" was a term coined by Lenin in 1914 to describe those like Kautsky who tried to cover their social chauvinism with a. formal adherence to the aim of socialist revolution . Lenin pointed out that in prac~ there was no difference between Kautsky and the open social chauvinists
like Plekhanov, because both, despite formal differences , allied themselves
with the bourgeoisie in the imperialist war. We do not consider that the term
' centrism ' is of great use today in clarifying the political tendancies which
have emerged in the international communist movement . These tendancies are: the
social chauvinist line, represented in this country by the RCLB, CWM, WPS(M-L)
etc.; the ultra-left line , which also has many social-chauvinist features , represented here by the CPB(M-L); and the international line , represented by the
ACW, NCG and ourseleves . Superficially, the accusation of "centrism" levelled
by the RCL at the ACW has some justification; the ACW ' s political line does
occupy a middle position between right and ' left' deviations, which is only
another way of saying that it is a correct line . Only in this sense can the
ACW's line be called 'centrist. ' If the term ' centrist ' is applicable to anyone it is to the RCL and CWM who , like Kautsky , combine a formal adherence to
the aim of socialist revolution with a practical renunciation of it . The practice of your organizations, comrades of the RCL and CWM is not whit different
to that of the WPS(l\1-L) , RMLCL etc ., who have openly abandoned socialism . Your
' criticism ' of these prganizations amounts to ticking them off for giving the
game away , for being opea , honest social-chauvinists . Your dishonest, concealed
social-chauvinism prefers to dress itself up with false words of 'socialism. '
Thus your organizations are more dangerous social-chauvinists than the ~~S etc .,
although as far as practical politics are concerned you are birds of a feather .
2 . We note that this article is " contributed , " i . e. , a device to allow the RCL
to publish and then disclaim responsibility. The article is though ' contributed '
in exactly the same sense that Peregrine Worsthorne contributes to the ' Daily
Telegraph .' We shall therefore treat the article as the authentic voice of the
RCL .
3 . ' The Polemic on the General Line of the International Communist Movement .'
Original ed. , p 6 .
4 . 'For the Unity of the Working Class Against Fascism . ' Red Star Press , p 42 .
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5. ' A Carictature of Marxism and Imperialist Economism :' Moscow ed . p 18 . We

should add that we are not at all opposed to national ~ars within the British
state , i . e, of the Scottish and Welsh nations against British imperialism , but
only to wars of the British imperialists , conducted by the British state .
6 . ' Socialism and War .' pp 7&8 of the Peking Collection ' Lenin on War and Peace .'

7. Ibid. p 1 7 .
8 . ' The Junius Pamphlet .' Contained in 'The Australian Communist ', issue no
87 ' p 13 .

9 . ' The Collapse of the Second International .' Moscow ed ., p 30 .
10 . Ibid , p 33 .
11 . ' Britain and the United Front .' Lawrence and Wishart 1942 , p 78 .
12 . ' The Junius Pamphlet ,' p 5 •
.13 . Ibid , p6 .
14 . ' The Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade Kautsky ,' Peking ed . , p 80 .

15.

'State and Revolution,' Peking ed.,

16.

'The Civil ' War in France, ' Peking ed., p 6·.

17.

'The Proletarian Revolution and the Renegade Kautsky ,' Peking ed., p 77.
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